Online Submission by Lance Scally, 7 May 2021
A55J15J16-2021-106
"As Vice Chair of the Assoc, here are the Objections and Observations of the 300 members have
instructed me to submit 1 GLAN Yr AFON RD The traffic will obviously increase dramatically.If not
double. The only road in the village to have a fatality It has two large caravan parks and two
footpaths leading on to it and it’s a bus route. The scheme widens the road up to the first house
after that they is approx 200mts without a pavement on either side exactly where the fatality took
place To glibly say this is outside the scheme is totally disrespectful when it’s the scheme that’s
causing the extra problem. 2 THE IRON BRIDGE This needs to be extended over the extremely fast
new road to allow children/cyclists safe access to the beach and National Cycle Path as they have
now 3 LOSS OF LAND ON FOOTBALL FIELD This is the only area of land available for public
recreation purpose We also believe that DWYGYFYLCHI has the lowest amount of public
recreational space in CONWY, well below recommend for the well-being of residents Yet this
scheme takes between a third and half of this green area. When you look at the scheme it appears
that we are given an area of land in mitigation, however this land is of very poor quality with
regard to being extremely muddy and its irregular shape Then looking further into the project you
find that this land is not being given as mitigation to the residents but in EXCHANGE to yet another
Building Developer and farmer. We are then told (we can’t CPO land and give it to another) YES
you can give the Developer/Farmer the cash then sell it to the community for a nominal fee. JOB
DONE They are other points Rat-Run etc which might have resolved but meeting closed so RANT
On behalf of all the residents of DWYGYFYLCHI (poll stations 7 May) random selection The final
consultation was shambles Couldn’t get Webinar Haven’t got broadband 40 question still to answer
close meeting HA Rubbish answer no chance follow up Usually stitch up"

